The New CMETracker Site

This is the new page

The CME department has received an upgrade to the learning management system that handles the recording and maintenance of our CME information. We are planning to integrate this update beginning Tuesday, August 4, 2020. You will be happy to know, the new software is now mobile friendly and can be used on a phone, tablet, laptop, etc., (including window and android friendly).

Please note: Your account information has not changed with the upgrade to the new system. If you are a new user you will need to create a profile and password.

Once you have logged in, this is the screen that you will see. You can move from area to area without signing in each section. If you click on “My Profile” you can update any information
To access the new page, go to www.akronchildrens.org/cme.

Once you sign in you can move from area to area without signing in on each section like in the past. Your previous sign in information will not change.

This link will provide a listing of educational activities that have been designed for CME credit. The link to enduring materials will also be found here.

This link has been designed to sort and provide a listing of educational activities that been designed for CEU credit.

This link has been designed to sort and provide a listing of educational activities that have been designed for Advanced Practice credit.

This link will show the featured activities for all disciplines. Featured activities are activities that are being spotlighted.
This link will provide you with a listing of all grand rounds (both nursing and CME).

Use this link to claim your credit.